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Abstract
Parametrised contact-equivalence is successful for the understanding and classification of the
qualitative local behaviour of bifurcation diagrams and their perturbations. Path formulation
is an alternative point of view. It makes explicit the singular behaviour due to the core of the
bifurcation germ (when the parameters vanish) from the effects of the way parameters enter.
Here we show how path formulation can be used to classify and structure efficiently multiparameter bifurcation problems in corank 2 problems. In particular, the non degenerate umbilics
singularities are the generic cores in four situations: the general or gradient problems and the
Z2 -equivariant (general or gradient) problems where Z2 acts on the second component of R2
via κ(x, y) = (x, −y). The universal unfolding of the umbilic singularities have an interesting
’Russian doll’ type of structure of universal unfoldings in all those categories.
In our approach we can handle one, or more, parameter situations using the same framework.
We can even consider some special parameter structure (for instance some internal hierarchy).
We classify the generic bifurcations with 1, 2 or 3 parameters that occur in those cases. Some
results are known with one bifurcation parameter, but the others are new.
We discuss some application to the bifurcation of a cylindrical panel under different loads
structure. This problem has many natural parameters that provide concrete examples of our
generic diagrams around the first interaction of the buckling modes.
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Introduction

In this work we discuss multiparameter bifurcation problems f (x, λ) = 0 of corank two based
around a non degenerate quadratic part f (x, 0) in the state variables. The theory of parametrised
contact-equivalence of Golubitsky-Schaeffer [14] has been very successful for the understanding and
classification of the qualitative local behaviour of bifurcation diagrams and their perturbations. By
bifurcation diagrams we mean the zero-set of parametrised equations of the type f (x, λ) = 0 where
x represent the state space and λ the bifurcation parameter(s). Both are finite dimensional or
we assume a reduction of Lyapunov-Schmidt type applies. For the local behaviour we mean that
∗
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we consider germs near the origin. Two bifurcation germs f, g are Kλ-equivalent if there exist
(orientation preserving) changes of coordinates (T, X, L) around the origin such that
g(x, λ) = T (x, λ) f (X(x, λ), L(λ)).

(1.1)

Clearly (T, X, L) induces a local diffeomorphism between the zero-sets of f and g and preserves
the special role of the bifurcation parameters (cf. [14, 15]). In [20, 2, 9, 10] an alternative point of
view as been developed: the path formulation. In this work we aim to show how path formulation
can be used to classify and structure efficiently multiparameter bifurcation problems. It organises
Kλ-equivalence by allowing to distinguish the singular behaviour due to the core of the bifurcation
germ from the effects of the parameters. The core of a bifurcation problem f (x, λ) = 0 is the
germ f0 (x) = f (x, 0) obtained by setting the parameters equal to zero. It represents the singular
behaviour independently of the way the parameter(s) enter. In corank 1 many results appear in our
references (cf. [9] for a comprehensive account). Here we are interested in corank 2 problems. In
particular, non degenerate umbilics singularities are the generic cores in four situations: the general
or gradient problems with or without a Z2 -symmetry where Z2 acts on the second component of
R2 via κ(x, y) = (x, −y).
The non degenerate umbilic singularities f0 : (R2, 0) → R2 are defined by
µ
¶
²1 x2 + ²2 y 2
f0 (x, y) =
2²3 xy
where ²2i = 1, i = 1, 2, 3. We discuss aspects of the path formulation for bifurcation problems
based on f0 . More precisely, to a bifurcation problem f : (R2 × Rk, 0) → R2 with k bifurcation
parameters and core f0 , we associate a path ᾱ : (Rk, 0) → Ra in the parameter space Ra of the
universal unfolding Fa of f0 in the relevant category (K, gradient or KZ2 ) such that f and the pullback ᾱ∗Fa are Kλ-equivalent (cf. Section 1.1 for details). Then the description of such bifurcation
problems and their deformations can be broadly understood as deformations of paths via changes
of coordinates respecting the discriminant of the projection of Fa−1(0) onto the parameter space Ra.
Further details will be explained later in the introduction.
In [12, 11] we have developed the technical points needed to investigate such problems. In
this work we classify the generic bifurcations with 1, 2 or 3 parameters that occur in those cases
using the path formulation for bifurcation problems, study some gradient bifurcation diagrams and
their perturbations and consider a buckling problem as an example. Some classification results
are known. The generic corank two case has been studied in [14] and some of the gradient cases
in [24]. Later, in [2], a comprehensive theory was developed but the examples were concentrated
on the equivariant gradient case. There is an extensive classification of Z2 -equivariant bifurcation
germs in [7]. One advantage of our approach is that we can handle one, two, or more, parameter
situations using the same framework. We can even consider some special parameter structure (for
instance some internal hierarchy, cf. Theorem 6 and [9, 10, 11]). In Section 3 we classify
1. the generic one parameter bifurcation germs of corank two in our four categories (recovering
and extending previously known results),
2. as new results, the generic two parameter bifurcation germs of corank two,
3. and discuss a case with 3 parameters and a hierarchy of parameters.
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The stability of solutions, given by the eigenvalues structure of the linearisation along branches,
is an important information in bifurcation theory. To take care of all possible cases we should
consider umbilics with negative coefficients for x2 but, by using the change of coordinates f → −f ,
we exchange the stability assignments on the branches and so we can work with (2.5) only without
limiting the generality.
As examples we use a modification of a model of [23] of the bifurcation of a cylindrical panel
under different loads. This problem has many natural parameters that provide concrete examples
of our generic diagrams around the first interaction of the buckling modes. In Section 4 we look at
two specific cases to illustrate our classifications:
1. a one bifurcation parameter gradient problem,
2. a Z2 -equivariant two parameter problem.
We finish this introduction with more details on the principles of path equivalence and their
applications to the classification of gradient bifurcation problems.

1.1

Principles of Path Equivalence

Given a bifurcation germ f we construct the path ᾱ representing it by considering f as an unfolding
with parameters λ of the core f0 in the relevant category. Let Fa be the universal unfolding of f0
in such category. The theory of unfolding then means that
f (x, λ) = T (x, λ)Fa (X(x, λ), ᾱ(λ))
for some ᾱ. This means that f and the pull back ᾱ∗Fa are Kλ -equivalent with equivalence (T, X, I).
The qualitative study of the zero set of bifurcation problems with the same core is obtained through
the study of their associated paths, in particular their position with respect to the discriminant
variety ∆Fa associated with Fa . More precisely, let πFa : (Fa−1(0), 0) → Ra be the restriction of the
natural projection π : (Rn+a, 0) → Ra. Then ∆Fa = πFa (ΣFa ) where ΣFa is the local bifurcation set of
Fa . Clearly ∆Fa monitors when, and ‘how‘, a path ᾱ induces a crossing of ΣFa, that is, when there
is a local change in behaviour of the zero-set. In Section 2 we define those varieties in more detail.
We prefer to choose ∆Fa as the real slice of the discriminant of the complexification of Fa . This
means that we can complexify the situation and use the power of singularity theory in the complex
realm. For finite codimension problems we do not loose anything.
The idea of the path formulation goes back at least to Arnold [1] and was the original starting
point of the work [13]. In there the very fruitful Kλ -equivalence approach had finally been developed
because the technicalities of the path formulation could not be easily overcome at the time. The
ideas behind the path formulation were resurrected in [19, 20] for the usual contact-equivalence
and in [2] for (symmetric) gradient problems. It followed recent progresses in singularity theory
allowing to handle variety preserving contact-equivalence. Since then, an algebraic formulation has
been derived in [8] which shows that the main features of the path formulation occur naturally in
the algebra of Kλ -theory via the concept of liftable vector fields (cf. [4]). Fix a universal unfolding
of Fa of f0 in the appropriate category. We say that the two paths ᾱ, β̄ : (Rk, 0) → (Ra, 0) are path
equivalent if
ᾱ(λ) = H(λ, β̄(L(λ)))
(1.2)
where L : (Rk, 0) → (Rk, 0) is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism and H : (Rk+a, 0) → (Ra, 0)
is a λ-parametrised family of local diffeomorphism on Ra path connected to the identity that
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preserves the discriminant ∆Fa of Fa in the sense that H(λ, ∆Fa ) ⊂ ∆Fa for λ ∈ (Rk, 0). More
precisely, we choose ∆Fa as the real slice of the discriminant of the complexification of Fa (cf. [10]).
For a fixed Fa , the set of path equivalences KF∆a form a geometric subgroup of K in the sense of
Damon’s, hence the usual theory and calculations of singularity apply. Note that we cannot in
general simplify H in (1.2) as a λ-parametrised matrix as with the usual K-equivalence and an
explicit description of the diffeomorphisms H is in general impossible. Nevertheless, the tangent
spaces of paths can be determined explicitly at lower order or with the help of computer algebra
packages. In particular, the extended tangent space of a path ᾱ is given by the Eλ -module
< ᾱλ >Eλ +ᾱ∗(Derlog(∆Fa ))Eλ ,

(1.3)

where Derlog(∆Fa ) is the Eα -module of vector fields tangent to the discriminant ∆Fa (cf. Section
2). We denote by Ez the ring of smooth germs f : (Rn, 0) → R with variable z, by E~z the Ez -module
~ z , the
of smooth germs f : (Rn, 0) → Rm when m is clear from the context. We denote by Oz , O
same rings, modules, of analytic germs. Let R be a local ring, we denote by < m1 . . . mk >R
the R-module generated by the mi ’s. Note that (1.2) is the definition of contact equivalence of
sections over ∆Fa. In general we need to use the subgroup of diffeomorphisms liftable over Fa−1(0)
(cf. [8, 10]). In our contexts, both groups indeed coincide.

1.2

Variational Bifurcation

In [2] we have derived a theory for (equivariant) gradient bifurcation problems. Let g : (Rn×Rk, 0) →
R be a germ, we say that ∇x g(x, λ) = 0 is a gradient bifurcation problem when ∇x g(0, 0) = 0
and ∇x2 g(0, 0) = 0. Its potential is g. Gradient bifurcation problems form an Eλ -submodule of
E~(x,λ) we denote by E~∇ = { ∇x g(x, λ) | g ∈ E(x,λ) }. Contact equivalence is also an equivalence
relation on E~∇ . But, for an arbitrary contact equivalence, (T, X, L)· ∇x f is not necessarily in E~∇ .
Therefore some modification of the usual techniques is necessary in order to describe the contact
classes and their perturbations inside E~∇ .
A natural framework for such problems is right equivalence for potentials with some special
consideration for the parameter λ: f, g ∈ E(x,λ) are equivalent if there exists a change of coordinates
(X, L) such that
f (x, λ) = g(X(x, λ), L(λ)).
(1.4)
Although this theory has an elegant simplicity, it turns out to be inadequate. Clearly, if f, g satisfy
(1.4) then ∇x f is contact equivalent to ∇x g but the converse is not true in general. There are two
distinct difficulties involving different levels of complexity.
The first obstruction is linked with the difference between contact equivalence (K) of gradients
and right equivalence (R) of potentials and does not involve the distinguished parameter. In
particular R-equivalence can introduce moduli (parameters that cannot be scaled away by a smooth
change of coordinates) that are irrelevant in the context of K-equivalence. Examples are the Tp,q,r
singularities, xp + y q + z r + mxyz with integer exponent such that p1 + 1q + 1r < 1. The parameter
m is an R-moduli but can be scaled away in a K-equivalence of the gradients.
A second difficulty is more fundamental: the change of coordinates (X, L) in (1.4) is too restrictive with the distinguished parameter λ. Singularities of infinite codimension arise immediately.
For example, the potential f1 (x, λ) = 14 x4 + 12 λx2 of the pitchfork is of infinite Rλ -codimension but
∇x f1 is of Kλ -codimension 2. A similar, more immediate, fact is that x4 + x3 + λx is Kλ -contact
equivalent to x3+λx but, at the potential level, 15 x5+ 14 x4+ 12 λx2 is not Rλ -equivalent to 14 x4+ 12 λx2.
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The first obstruction is more a nuisance than a difficulty: it introduces unnecessary distinctions
in the classification. The second is fundamental as it precludes finite codimension. In some cases
we can use left-right equivalence (Aλ ) with parameters, but this is again not satisfactory. The
Aλ -codimension increases much more rapidly than the Kλ -codimension, and, in most cases the
Aλ -codimension is still infinite.
Another approach suggested in [13] is to use the concept of paths in the parameter space. It
has been extended and applied to some one parameter bifurcation problems in R2 by Zuppa [24].
In those two works the path formulation is used with the R-universal unfolding of the core f0 . But
this still does not solve the problem of the appearance of unwanted moduli in the classification of
the cores. For these reasons we took a hybrid approach in [2]. We developed a theory based on
the ‘gradient‘ part of the tangent spaces used in the classical approach. Although there is not an
a priori group of change of coordinates, the principal results go through. In the present context
the two theories coincide and the path formulation goes through applied to the R-unfolding of the
umbilics when γ = 0.

2

Cores and Derlogs

A K-miniversal unfolding of f0 in the general corank two category is F0 : (R2 × R4, 0) → R2 (of
codimension 4) defined as
µ 2
¶
x + ²y 2 + α1 x + α2 + γy
F0 (x, y, α1 , α2 , β, γ) =
.
(2.5)
2²xy − α1 ²y + β − γx
The universal unfoldings of f0 in the other categories are imbedded into F0 . When γ = 0, (2.5)
is the universal unfolding in the gradient case (cf. Section 1.2) and when γ = β = 0 in the Z2 equivariant cases (both KZ2 and gradient). Note that when ² = −1 and α2 = β = γ = 0, (2.5) is
also the universal unfolding for the generic D3 -equivariant core (D3 acts as the group of isometry
of the equilateral triangle). The universal unfolding of the umbilic singularities have therefore an
interesting ’Russian doll’ type of structure of universal unfoldings in all those categories ([12]).
We denote by ∇x G0 the restriction of F0 to the gradient situation, γ = 0, of potential
G0 (x, y, α1 , α2 , β) = 13 x3 + ²xy 2 + 12 α1 (x2 − ²y 2 ) + α2 x + βy.
It represents the R-universal unfolding of f0 of codimension 3. Because G0 is quasi-homogeneous,
∇x G0 is also the gradient universal unfolding of ∇x f0 (cf. [2]). With the Z2 -symmetry, F0Z2 is the
restriction of F0 when β = γ = 0:
µ 2
¶
x + ²y 2 + α1 x + α2
Z2
F0 (x, y, α1 , α2 ) =
.
(2.6)
2²xy − ²α1 y
Note that F0Z2 is also the gradient of the Z2 -invariant potential
1
3

x3 + ²xy 2 + 21 α1 (x2 − ²y 2 ) + α2 x.

Therefore, in both Z2 -equivariant cases, the problem is of codimension 2. This equality means that
the gradient and dissipative theories for the non degenerate umbilics are equal with a Z2 -symmetry.
We recall what is needed is the next section.
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2.1

Z2 -Equivariant Problems

The ring of Z2 -invariant germs is generated by x and v = y 2 and the module of equivariant germs
is freely generated over the ring of invariant germs by (1, 0) and (0, y). A Z2 -equivariant map
F on R2, with parameter a, has components P (x, v, a) and yQ(x, v, a). It is a gradient if and
only if 2Pv ≡ Qx and if G is a Z2 -invariant potential then F (z, a) = ∇z G(z, a) = (Gx , 2yGv ), so
P = Gx and Q = 2Gv . The solution set consists of two pieces, distinguished by the symmetry of
the solution:
• Fix(Z2 ) of equation P (x, 0, a) = 0. The eigenvalues of Fz (x, 0, a) are Px (x, 0, a) and Q(x, 0, a).
The local bifurcation varieties are Bx = { (x, 0, a) | P (x, 0, a) = Px (x, 0, a) = 0 } and Pκ =
{ (x, 0, a) | P (x, 0, a) = Q(x, 0, a) = 0 }.
• Fix(1) of equation P (x, v, a) = Q(x, v, a) = 0. The eigenvalues of Fz (z, a) satisfy trFz =
Px + 2vQv and det Fz = 2v(Px Qv − Qx Pv ). The local bifurcation variety Bκ satisfies the
equations P (x, v, a) = Q(x, v, a) = Px (x, v, a)Qv (x, v, a) − Qx (x, v, a)Pv (x, v, a) = 0.
There are possible Hopf bifurcation points near the roots of P (x, v, a) = Q(x, v, a) = Px (x, v, a)+
2vQv (x, v, a) = 0 satisfying Px Qv − Qx Pv > 0. But those points are not invariant of the contact
equivalence. When f is not a gradient, we can ascertain their existence using continuity arguments
along branches of solutions where the determinant does not change sign but the trace does (cf.
[14]).
Proposition 1 The non-degenerate umbilics are the generic cores in the Z2 -equivariant general
and gradient cases with the same universal unfolding.
Proof. For all cases the calculation is classic ([15]). We use the usual techniques for (equivariant)
contact-equivalence. The generators for the KZ2-tangent space are (p, 0), (vq, 0), (0, p), (0, q),
(vpv , vqv ) and (px , qx ). The first and last one generated on M(x,v) to eliminate the higher order
terms. 2

2.2

Discriminants

The local bifurcation set of F0 is
ΣF0 = { (x, y, α, β, γ) | F0 (x, y, α, β, γ) = 0 and d(x,y) F0 (x, y, α, β, γ) is singular }.
It is a manifold of dimension 4 constituted generically of fold points. The discriminant ∆F0 of F0 is
the variety of reduced equation h = 0 where h(α, β, γ) is equal to
(α12 − 4α2 )(3α12 + 4α2 )3 + 32²β 2 (9α14 − 48α12 α2 + 16α22 ) − 256β 4
−1024(β 2 + 3²α22 )α1 βγ − 4(144α12 β 2 + 384α2 β 2 + 27²α16 − 144²α12 α22 + 128²α23 )γ 2
+18(9α14 − 16α22 + 16²β 2 )γ 4 − 108²α12 γ 6 + 27γ 8.
The local bifurcation set of G0 is ΣG0 = { (x, y, α, β) | ∇x G0 (x, y, α, β) is singular }. It is a
manifold of dimension 3 also constituted generically of fold points. The discriminant ∆G0 of G0 is
the variety of equation
h∇ (α, β) = (α12 − 4α2 )(3α12 + 4α2 )3 + 32²β 2 (9α14 − 48α12 α2 + 16α22 ) − 256β 4 = 0.
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The discriminant ∆Z2 of F0Z2 is formed from the projections of the local bifurcation varieties
Pκ and Bx , generically formed of pitchforks or folds, respectively. Together the equation of the
(reducible but principal) discriminant is
hZ2 (α) = (3α12 + 4α2 )(α12 − 4α2 ) = 0.

2.3

Derlogs and Liftable Vector Fields

For the equivalence of the singularity theories for finite codimension bifurcation germs and their
associated paths we actually need the notion of vector fields liftable via the projections πFa. Without limiting the generality we can consider analytic germs when dealing with finite codimension
problems. Therefore we can complexify the problem and use the whole power of algebraic geometry
([6, 4]).
A vector field germ ξ : (Ca, 0) → Ca is liftable over πFa if there exists a vector field germ
η : (C2+a, 0) → C2 and a matrix map germ T : (C2+a, 0) → M(2, C) in the right category such that
(Fa )z (z, α) η(z, α) + (Fa )α (z, α) ξ(α) = T (z, α) Fa (z, α).

(2.7)

This definition is geometric in the sense that ξ lifts to vector fields (η, ξ) tangent to Fa−1(0) at its
smooth points. In our problems the liftable vector fields are exactly the vector fields tangent to the
discriminant. Let I(∆Fa ) denote the ideal of germs vanishing on ∆Fa. Define Derlog(∆Fa ) = { ξ ∈
~ a | ξ(I(∆Fa )) ⊂ I(∆Fa ) }. It extends to the coherent sheaf of vector fields tangent to ∆Fa because
O
it can also be defined as the kernel of an epimorphism of coherent modules (cf. [10] and references).
The discriminant ∆Fa is a free (or Saito) divisor if Derlog(∆Fa ) is a locally free Oa -module (of
rank a). To calculate the generators of Derlog(∆Fa ) we use the following result.
Theorem 2 (Saito [22]) (a) If the vector fields {ξi }ai=1 are in Derlog(∆Fa ) and the determinant
|ξ1 . . . ξa | is a reduced defining equation for ∆Fa then those vector fields generate freely Derlog(∆Fa ).
(b) If the vector fields {ξi }ai=1 form a Lie algebra and |ξ1 . . . ξa | = 0 is a reduced defining
equation for a hypersurface ∆ of Ca then they generate freely Derlog(∆).
We therefore obtain the following result.
Theorem 3 ([12]) (a) The Derlog ∆F0 is freely generated over O(α,β,γ) by the nilpotent basis
ξ1 = (α1 , 2α2 , 2β, γ),
ξ2 = (3²γ, −2²β, −2α2 , 3α1 ),
ξ3 = (8α2 , −8α1 α2 + 3α13 − 3²α1 γ 2 − 8²βγ, 8α2 γ + 8α1 β + 3²γ 3 − 3α12 γ, −8β),
ξ4 = (−8²β, 3γ 3 − 3²α12 γ − 8²α1 β − 8²α2 γ, 8α1 α2 + 8²βγ + 3α13 − 3²α1 γ 2, 8α2 ).
A nilpotent basis consists of an Euler field (like ξ1 ) and a basis of the annihilator of h (∆F0 has
equation h = 0). Every element in the Derlog lifts.
(b) The Derlog of ∆G0 is generated by the following
φ1 = (α1 , 2α2 , 2β),
φ2 = (8α22 − 8²β 2 , −8α1 α22 + 3α13 α2 − 8²α1 β 2, 16α1 α2 β + 3α13 β),
φ3 = (24α1 α2 , −16²β 2 − 24α12 α2 + 9α14 , −16α2 β + 24α12 β),
φ4 = (24²α1 β, −16²α2 β + 24²α12 β, −(4α2 + 3α12 )2 ).
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Note that Derlog(∆G0 ) is not freely generated over O(α,β) but it is a Lie sub-algebra of Derlog(∆F0 ).
Moreover, φ1 is an Euler field and φ2 , φ3 , φ4 are in the annihilator of h∇ and every element in the
Derlog lifts.
(c) The Derlog of ∆Z2 is freely generated over Oα by the nilpotent basis
ζ2 = (8α2 + 2α12 , 3α13 − 4α1 α2 ),

ζ1 = (α1 , 2α2 ),
and every element in the Derlog lifts.

3
3.1

Generic Bifurcation Problems
One Bifurcation Parameter

Without the gradient conditions, corank two problems with one bifurcation parameter are of high
codimension; the simplest one is codimension 3 (the so-called “hill-top” bifurcation, [14]), then we
jump to topological codimension 5 and higher (cf. [13, 14]). Some results for gradient bifurcation
problems are available from Zuppa [24]. The coefficients δ, δ1 are ±1. In (3.12) m is a modal
parameter and satisfy m2 6= ². Recall that a modal parameter is an invariant of smooth contact
equivalence. The parameters β̂i ’s are the unfolding parameters.
Theorem 4 (a) The generic bifurcation problem of corank two with one bifurcation parameter have
normal form
f (x, y, λ) = (x2 + ²y 2 + δλ, 2²xy),
(3.8)
when ² = −1. When ² = 1, there is another additional normal form
f (x, y, λ) = (x2 + y 2 , 2xy + δλ).

(3.9)

Normal form (3.8) occurs when |(f1 )oλ |2 > |(f2 )oλ |2 , as normal form (3.9) occurs when |(f1 )oλ |2 <
|(f2 )oλ |2 . The condition is higher when the two coefficients are equal.
Both are of codimension 3 with universal unfolding
¶
µ 2
x + ²y 2 + β̂1 x + β̂3 y + δλ
,
(3.10)
F (x, y, λ, β̂) =
2²xy − ²β̂1 y − β̂3 x + β̂2
for (3.8) and

µ
F (x, y, λ, β̂) =

x2 + ²y 2 + β̂1 x + β̂3 y + β̂2
2²xy − ²β̂1 y − β̂3 x + δλ

¶
,

(3.11)

for (3.9).
(b) The generic gradient bifurcation problem of corank two with one bifurcation parameter has
normal form
f (x, y, λ) = (x2 + ²y 2 + δ1 λx + δλ, 2²xy − ²δ1 λy + mλ).
It is of topological codimension 2 with universal unfolding
µ
¶
x2 + ²y 2 + (δ1 λ + β̂1 ) x + δλ
F (x, y, λ, β̂) =
.
2²xy − (²δ1 λ + β̂1 ) y + mλ + β̂2
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(3.12)

(c) The generic (gradient) Z2-equivariant bifurcation problem of corank two with one bifurcation
parameter has normal form
f (x, y, λ) = (x2 + ²y 2 + δλ, 2²xy).
It is of codimension 1 with universal unfolding
µ 2
¶
x + ²y 2 + β̂x + δλ
F (x, y, λ, β̂) =
.
2²xy − ²β̂y

(3.13)

Proof. (a) We are going to prove that the generic path in the general corank two case is (0, δλ, 0, 0)
~ 2 is of
of universal unfolding (β̂1 , δλ, β̂2 , β̂3 ). First note that the path ᾱ(λ) = (aλ, bλ, cλ, dλ) + M
λ
2
2
codimension 3 and the quadratic terms in λ are in its unipotent tangent space if c − ²b 6= 0. We
can use Nakayama‘s Lemma on the terms of lower order of the generators of Derlog(∆Fa ):
ᾱλ = (a, b, c, d),
ξ1 = (aλ, 2bλ, 2cλ, dλ),
ξ2 = (3²dλ, −2²cλ, −2bλ, 3aλ),
ξ3 = (bλ, 0, 0, −cλ),
ξ4 = (−²cλ, 0, 0, bλ)
modulo M2λ . The condition is always satisfied for either b or c non zero if ² = −1 and for b 6= ±c
if ² = 1. This corresponds to the conditions (H1) and (H3) of [14] (p. 403). In those cases we can
change coordinates to set-up b = δ = ±1 and a = c = d = 0.
~ 2 . The tangent space is generated
(b) We proceed like in (a). Let ᾱ(λ) = (aλ, bλ, cλ) + M
λ
2
2
2
2
2
by (a, b, c), (0, bλ, cλ), (3²acλ , −2²bcλ , −2b λ ), (3abλ , −2²c2 λ2, −2bcλ2 ) and ((b2 − ²c2 )λ2 , 0, 0).
With the same conditions as in (a), namely c2 − ²b2 6= 0, the quadratic terms in λ2 are contained
in the unipotent tangent space of ᾱ. Moreover, the topological codimension of ᾱ is larger or equal
to 3 if a = 0, so in the generic case a 6= 0. Via re-scaling we find the final result as c cannot be
now eliminated and so becomes a modal parameter.
~ 2 and the generators (a, b), (0, bλ) and
(c) We proceed in a similar way with ᾱ(λ) = (aλ, bλ)+ M
λ
2
(bλ, 0) modulo Mλ . When b 6= 0 the quadratic terms can be removed from the unipotent tangent
space as well as a. 2

3.2

Two and Three Bifurcation Parameters

In [21] one can find a classification of corank 1 two parameter bifurcation germs. To our knowledge,
no results in corank two are previously available. We denote the bifurcation parameters by Λ =
(λ, µ). As previously, the coefficients δi are ±1. In (b) m is modal and m(m2 − ²) 6= 0. The
parameters β̂i ’s are the unfolding parameters. In this case k = 2 in the contact equivalence (1.2).
We allow orientation preserving mixing of λ and µ.
Theorem 5 (a) The generic bifurcation problem of corank two with two bifurcation parameters
has normal form
f (x, y, Λ) = (x2 + ²y 2 + δ3 λx + δ4 µy + δ1 λ, 2²xy − ²δ3 y − δ4 µx + δ2 µ).
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It is of codimension 2 with universal unfolding
¶
µ 2
x + ²y 2 + (δ3 λ + β̂1 ) x + (δ4 µ + β̂2 ) y + δ1 λ
.
F (x, y, Λ, β̂) =
2²xy − ²(δ3 λ + β̂1 ) y − (δ4 µ + β̂2 ) x + δ2 µ

(3.14)

(b) The generic gradient bifurcation problem of corank two with two bifurcation parameters has
normal form
f (x, y, Λ) = (x2 + ²y 2 + δ1 λx + δµ2²xy − ²δ1 λy + δ2 λ + mµ).
It is of topological codimension 1 with universal unfolding,
¶
µ
x2 + ²y 2 + δ1 λx + δµ
.
F (x, y, Λ, β̂) =
2²xy − ²δ1 λy + δ2 λ + mµ + β̂

(3.15)

(c) The generic (gradient) Z2-equivariant bifurcation problem of corank two with two bifurcation
parameters is of codimension 0, equal to its universal unfolding,
µ 2
¶
x + ²y 2 + δ2 µx + δ1 λ
f (x, y, Λ) =
.
(3.16)
2²xy − ²δ2 µy
Proof. The proofs follow the pattern of Theorem 3.1. In this case the tangent spaces are sub~(λ,µ) over O(λ,µ) and we need consider the generators ᾱλ and ᾱµ in (1.3).
modules of O
(a) We use the terms of order one of the paths to show that the problem has lowest codimension
outside of a codimension one variety (in terms of the coefficient of the Taylor series expansion of the
paths): ᾱ1 (Λ) = aλ+bµ+M2λ , ᾱ2 (Λ) = cλ+dµ+M2λ , β̄(Λ) = eλ+f µ+M2λ , γ̄(Λ) = gλ+hµ+M2λ .
(b) Using the same Taylor series expansion as in (a) for ᾱ1 , ᾱ2 and β̄. We need a or b 6= 0 and
choose λ so that a 6= 0. The lowest codimension is achieved when
(ad − bc)(de − cf )[(c2 − ²e2 )b2 − 2(cd − ²ef )ab + (d2 − ²f 2 )a2 ] 6= 0.
In that case δ = sign a(ad − bc), δ1 = sign a, δ2 = sign a(ad − bc)(de − cf ) and the modal parameter
is equal to m = a(af − be)(ad − bc)−2.
(c) Using the same Taylor series expansion as in (a) for ᾱ1 and ᾱ2 , the normal form (3.16) needs
the condition (ad − bc) 6= 0. 2
Our example of Section 4 is a gradient bifurcation, so 3 bifurcation parameters can get us
codimension 0 bifurcation problems. In the original work [23] the problem had two parameters.
But, even if it had Z2 -symmetry, the fact that it had a trivial branch (zero solutions for all values of
the parameters) meant that it had infinite codimension (cf. [11] for further discussions on the issue
and alternative solutions). By adding a dead load distribution and a non linear elastic foundation
controlled by additional parameters we can recover generic diagrams. We denote the bifurcation
parameters by Λ = (λ, µ, ν). As previously, the coefficients δi are ±1.
Theorem 6 (a) The generic gradient bifurcation problem of corank two with three bifurcation
parameters is of codimension 0 with universal unfolding
µ 2
¶
x + ²y 2 + δ2 µx + δ1 λ
f (x, y, Λ) =
.
(3.17)
2²xy − ²δ2 µy + δ3 ν
10

(b) The generic gradient bifurcation problem of corank two with two bifurcation parameters
(λ, µ) with the hierarchy λ >> µ, that is, taking L(Λ) = (L1 (Λ), L2 (µ)) in (1.3), is of topological
codimension 1 with universal unfolding
¶
µ 2
x + ²y 2 + δ2 λx + mλ + δ1 µ
(3.18)
F (x, y, Λ, β̂) =
2²xy − ²δ2 µy + δ3 λ + nν + β̂
where m and n are modal parameters satisfying mn 6= δ3 , m2, n2 6= ².
Note that this change of coordinates means that the µ-ordering of the λ-slices is preserved.
Proof. The proofs follow the pattern of Theorem 3.1.
~(λ,µ,ν) over O(λ,µ,ν) and we consider the
(a) In this case the tangent spaces are sub-modules of O
generators ᾱλ , ᾱµ and ᾱν . If the paths is
~ 2.
(a11 λ + a12 µ + a13 ν, a21 λ + a22 µ + a23 ν, a31 λ + a32 µ + a33 ν) + M
λ
If det(a) 6= 0 we get the generic diagram (3.17).
~(λ,µ) . We also consider
(b) In this case the tangent spaces have a (OΛ , Oλ )-module structure in O
the generators ᾱλ over OΛ and ᾱµ over Oµ , the Derlog part remaining unchanged.
~ 2 . It is of the lowest codimension, 1, if a
Consider the path (aλ + bµ, cλ + dµ, eλ + f µ) + M
λ
or b 6= 0. We choose λ so that a 6= 0. Then the conditions for the paths are δ1 = sign a(ad − bc),
(af −be)
c
δ2 = sin a, δ3 = sign e, m = |e|
, n = δ1(ad−bc)
. 2

4

Examples of Bifurcation Diagrams

In this section we discuss some concrete examples of bifurcation diagram coming from a simple
elastic model with a distribution of loads controlled by a few parameters.

4.1

Cylindrical Panel

A cylindrical panel is subject to an axial compression and a load distribution. The configuration
domain is Ω = [µ, 0]×[0, 1] where µ represents the aspect ratio of the rectangle. We represent the
co-ordinates in Ω by (s, t). The functions u and f represent the non dimensional values of the
vertical displacement and the Airy tension. From the von Kármán-Donnell’s shell theory, u and f
satisfy
∆2u = −λuss + [u, f ] + dfss + νh,
1
∆2f = − [u, u] − duss ,
2

(4.19)
(4.20)

where we denote partial derivatives using the convention us = ∂u
∂s . The operator ∆ represents the
usual Laplacian in the plane and [u, v] = uss vtt + utt vss − 2ust vst is the Monge-Ampère’s operator.
The parameter d is proportional to the inverse of the radius of curvature of the panel, λ to the
external force exercised on the t-side and h represents a load distribution on the panel with ν
proportional to its strength. There are many boundary conditions for u and f in the literature. In
[23] the simply supported panel is used: u = ∆u = f = ∆f = 0. The choice of the best boundary
11

conditions for a particular experiment is a subject of many discussion. Practically, the question is
to decide which mixture of boundary condition (of Neumann, Dirichlet or mixed type) to put on u
and f . For this work we can choose any boundary conditions that gives the Z2 -action on the kernel
we described earlier.
Many of the following results can be found in [23]. The first
√ bifurcation values of the parameter
from the unstressed plate are λc = 29 π 2 + d2 ( 92 π 2 )−1, µc = 2 and νc = 0. The kernel of the lin√
πs
earisation is two dimensional, generated by u1,1 (s, t) = sin √
sin πt and u2,1 (s, t) = sin 2πs sin πt.
2
We can solve uniquely (4.20) for f as a function of any given u with our boundary conditions:
f (u) = −∆−2( 12 [u, u] + duss ). Then Df (0)v = −d∆−2(vss ) and D2f (0)vw = −∆−2([v, w]). Replacing in (4.19) we find a fourth order PDE in u:
F (u, λ, µ, ν) = ∆2u + λuss − [u, f (u)] − d(f (u))ss − νh = 0.

(4.21)

Note that, when ν = 0, the equations are invariant with respect to the reversor S : (s, t) 7→
(µ − s, 1 − t) and that u1,1 is S-invariant and u2,1 is S-equivariant.
The problem is variational because
Z Z
o
£
¤2
1 µ 1n
Φ(u, λ, µ, ν) =
(∆u)2 + ∆−1 ( 21 [u, u] + duss ) − λ(us )2 − 2νhu dsdt
2 0 0
represents the potential function of the plate. With some symmetry on h we can preserve the
Z2 -symmetry of the bifurcation equations.
As an extension of the result in [23], following a classical Lyapounov-Schmidt process ([14]), we
find the following.
Proposition 7 (a) The 2-jet of the bifurcation function for (4.21) is
µ
¶
Ax2 + Cy 2 + (a1 λ + a2 µ + a3 ν) x + a4 νy + c1 ν + h.o.t.
2Cxy + (b1 λ + b2 µ + b3 ν) y + a4 νx + c2 ν + h.o.t

(4.22)

where xu1,1 + yu2,1 is the component of u in the kernel of the linearisation, (λ, µ, ν) the difference
3

3

2

to the bifurcation point (λc , µc , 0), A = − 1692 4 d, C = − 364452 4 d, a1 = − π2 , a2 = 4a1 , a3 =,
√
√
√
√
b1 = 3 4 2 π 4 − 272 d2, b2 = −3 2 π 4 + 4272 d2, b3 =, c1 = P1 h, c2 = P2 h the projections of h on u1,1 ,
u2,1 , respectively.
(b) When h is also Z2 -equivariant, the 2-jet of the bifurcation equation (4.22) simplifies to
µ
¶
Ax2 + Cy 2 + (a1 λ + a2 µ + a3 ν) x + c1 ν + h.o.t.
(4.23)
2Cxy + (b1 λ + b2 µ + b3 ν) y + h.o.t
Proof. A general element in ker L is given by Φ(z) = xu1,1 + yu2,1 . The projector P onto ker L is
given by
P u = (P1 u, P2 u) = (< u1,1 , u >, < u2,1 , u >)
and Q = I − P . The bifurcation equation is
g(z, λ, µ, ν) = P F (Φ(z) + w(z, λ, µ, ν), λ, µ, ν)
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where w is the unique solution of
QF (Φ(z) + w(z, λ, µ, ν), λ, µ, ν) = 0.
Most of the calculation have been done in [23]. The derivatives of g at the origin are given by
gzz = P Fuu Φ2,

(4.24)

gzλ = P Fuu Φwλ + P Fuλ Φ = P Fuλ Φ = P (Φ)ss ,

(4.25)

gν
gzν

= P Fν = P h,

(4.26)

= P Fuu Φwν + P Fuν Φ = P Fuu Φwν , (Fuν = 0).

(4.27)

The results of (4.24,4.25) are in [23] as is the result for gzµ .
Moreover wν is given by Lwν + Qh = 0 with the Dirichlet boundary conditions where
Lv = ∆2v + λvss − d(Df (0)v)ss = ∆2v + λvss + d2(∆−2vss )ss .
The eigenfunctions of L are um,n (s, t) = φm (s)ψn (t) where
1
mπs
φm (s) = 2 4 sin( √ ),
2

ψn (t) =

√
2 sin(nπt).

The corresponding eigenvalue is
2
π2
2
2 2
2 2m
(m
+
2n
)
+
d
(m2 + 2n2 )−1.
2m2
π2
P
To find wν we use Fourier series: wν = m,n am,n um,n . And so

λm,n =

wν = −

X < Qh, uk,m >
λm,n

m,n

um,n ,

with (m, n) 6= (1, 1), (2, 1).
Note that ∆um,n = −π 2( 12 m2 + n2 )um,n , and so ∆−2um,n =

4
π4

(m2 + 2n2 )−2 um,n . Moreover,

Fuu vw = −[v, Df (0)w] − [w, Df (0)v] − d(D2f (0)vw)ss .
We can now calculate (4.27). Its coordinates are
xPi Fuu u1,1 wν + yPi Fuu u2,1 wν ,
i = 1, 2. Now, for l = 1, 2,
X
Fuu ul,1 wν = −
am,n {[ul,1 , f 0 (0)um,n ] + [um,n , f 0 (0)ul,1 ] + d(f 00 (0)ul,1 um,n )ss }.
m,n

Because
[ul,1 , f 0 (0)um,n ] = −d[ul,1 , ∆−2 (um,n )ss ] =

13

dm2 m2
(
+ n2 )−2 [ul,1 , um,n ],
2π 2 2

[um,n , f 0 (0)ul,1 ] =

dl2 l2
(
2π 2 2

+ 1)−2 [um,n , ul,1 ] and f 00 (0)ul,1 um,n = −∆2 [ul,1 , um,n ], we get
d X
am,n {m2( 12 m2 + n2 )−2 + l2( 21 l2 + 1)}[um,n , ul,1 ]
2π 2 m,n
X
+d
am,n (∆−2[ul,1 , um,n ])ss .

Fuu ul,1 wν

= −

m,n

Note that
and

4.2

R1
0

2[um,n , uk,l ] = π 4 (m2l2 + n2k 2 )φm φk ψn ψl − 4φ0m φ0k ψn0 ψl0
sin mt cos nt dt =

m
,
π 2 (m2 −n2 )

m − n is even (non zero), 0 otherwise.

2

Paths and Normal Forms

In this section we briefly discuss the reduction of (4.22,4.23) to the normal form in the path
formulation for gradient problems with and without Z2 -equivariance. Note that the Z2 -symmetry
of the nonlinear terms when ν = 0 means that the cubic terms only need rescaling. Moreover,
because we are only interested in generic paths, it is enough to concern ourselves with the linear
terms in the paths.
Proposition 8 Without symmetry, the potential
1
3

Ax3 + Cxy 2 + 12 a1 (Λ) x2 + a2 (Λ) xy + 12 b3 (Λ) y 2 + c1 (Λ) x + c2 (Λ) y

can be cast into
1
3

x3 + ²xy 2 + 12 α1 (Λ) (x2 − ²y 2 ) + α2 (Λ) x + β1 (Λ) y
−2/3

where ² = sign(C), α1 = 21 A C (a1 − Ab3 ), α2 = A−1/3 c1 and β1 = A1/6 |C|−1/2 c1 (modulo
second order terms) via a change of coordinates preserving the gradient structure of the bifurcation
equation. Recall that we have assumed that A > 0.
In case the potential is Z2 -symmetric,
1
3

Ax3 + Cxy 2 + 12 a1 (Λ) x2 + 12 b3 (Λ) y 2 + c1 (Λ) x

can be cast into
1
3

where ² = sign(C), α1 =

1
2

x3 + ²xy 2 + 12 α1 (Λ) (x2 − ²y 2 ) + α2 (Λ) x

A−2/3
C (a1

− Ab3 ) and α2 = A−1/3 c1 modulo second order terms.

Proof. Without symmetry we use the change of coordinate in (x, y) given by x 7→ γ(x + α)
and y 7→ δ(y + β) where γ, δ, α, β are to be determined. Some algebra shows that Aγ 3 = 1,
Cγδ 2 = ², α1 = a1 γ 2 + 2α = −²b3 δ 2 − 2α, 0 = a2 γδ + 2²β, α2 = a1 γ 2α + a2 γδβ + c1 γ (modulo
quadratic terms) and β1 = a2 γδα + b3 δ 2β + c2 δ (also modulo quadratic terms). Therefore, choosing
−2/3
α = − 41 (a1 γ 2 + ²b3 δ 2 ) and β = − 2² a2 γδ, we get α1 (Λ) = 12 A C (a1 − Aa2 ), α2 (Λ) = A−1/3 c1 and
β1 = A1/6 |C|−1/2 c1 modulo second order terms.
With the Z2 -symmetry we use the changes x 7→ γ(x+α) and y 7→ δy that preserve the symmetry.
We conclude as previously. 2
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4.3

Diagrams for Gradient Problems

We are considering two cases: a one parameter gradient problem (the parameter must be the load ν
for finite codimension) and a two parameter Z2 -equivariant problem with ν and λ (both parameter
deal with varying loads).
4.3.1

One parameter generic gradient diagram

There are three types of one parameter unperturbed diagrams (3.12). When ² = −1 there are two
unstable branches (for all m). When ² = 1, there are no branches if |m| > 1 or four branches if
|m| < 1, only one of them stable. Thereafter we describe the transition varieties. They represent
the values of the unfolding parameters where bifurcation diagrams are not equivalent.
Let F (z, λ, β̂) = ∇G0 (z, A(λ, β̂)) be a miniversal unfolding of a one parameter gradient bifurcation problem (3.12). Recall that there are three types of transition varieties with one bifurcation
parameter problems ([15]):
1. B (when the perturbed diagram has a bifurcation point), of equation
³
´
F (z, λ, β̂) = 0, rk Fz (z, λ, β̂), Fλ (z, λ, β̂) ≤ 1.
2. H (when the perturbed diagram has an hysteresis point), of equations
F (z, λ, β̂) = 0,

|Fz (z, λ, β̂)| = 0

where |Fz | indicates the determinant of the Jacobian matrix Fz , and
Fzz (z, λ, β̂)(v, v) ∈ ran(Fz (z, λ, β̂)),

v ∈ ker(Fz (z, λ, β̂)).

3. DL (when the perturbed diagram has two fold points at the same value of λ), of equations
F (z, λ, β̂) = F (z̄, λ, β̂) = 0,

|Fz (z, λ, β̂)| = |Fz (z̄, λ, β̂)| = 0,

for z 6= z̄.
After some calculations, they are given by the following Taylor series expansions:
B : β̂2 = δmβ̂1 + δm
H : β̂2 = 0,
β̂2+
β̂2−
β̂2±

(m4 − 8²m2 − 3) 2
β̂1 + . . .
(m2 − ²)2

m=0

= δmβ̂1 − 41 δmβ̂12 + . . . ,
= δmβ̂1 +

m 6= 0

δmβ̂12

+ ...,
m 6= 0
√
2
= δmβ̂1 − 38 (δm ± 3)β̂1 + . . . ,
² 6= −1
3
4

DL : β̂2 = δmβ̂1 + (B − δmA)β̂12 + . . .
where the constants A and B are given by A = 0.028374, δ1 B = ±0.473955, ±0.06582 when ² − 1
(4 branches), or A = −1.247408, δ1 B = ±1.4457375, ±1.4773705 and A = −4.56305, δ1 B =
±4.276497, ±7.681799 when ² − 1 (8 branches).
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4.3.2

Two parameters generic gradient diagram

When the external load h satisfy the Z2 -symmetry, the bifurcation equations simplify. In the
following figures we represent the solution set of F0Z2 in (2.6) as its projection on the (α1 , α2 )plane. The pattern of solutions is the same in each connected component of R2 − ∆Z2 where ∆Z2
is the discriminant of F0Z2 . Recall that it has two components: Bx , Pκ .
The squares represent Z2 -symmetric solutions (y = 0), circles the solutions without any symmetry (appearing as Z2 -symmetric pairs). A black square ¥ or circle • represent solutions with
eigenpair of negative real parts (−, −), crossed squares £ or circles ⊗ with eigenpair of positive
real parts (+, +) as white squares ¤ or circles ◦ are saddle points. Bifurcation diagrams can be
represented by paths through the figure.
α1
α1
6
◦ 6
Bx
Bx
¥¤
¤£
◦
◦
£¥
◦

-

∅

◦ ◦ α2

¤¤

α2

Pκ

Pκ
£¤
²1 = 1

◦
¤¥
◦
²1 = −1

Figure 1: Solutions of F0Z2 (z, α) = 0 as a function of α
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